Modesty has long been both virtue and vice. Humans are fallible and have limited information. Deference and emulation temper our biases, allow us to share rich cultural and intellectual inventories. But deference and emulation have also led common sense and moral intuition to cede to foolishness and barbarism if well enough entrenched. The dynamics of excessive deference are on display daily in our financial markets.
Financial markets support mutually beneficial exchange, enabling capital formation, savings, and risk transfer. In addition to their private uses, financial markets also produce prices, an important public good. Financial product prices aggregate otherwise diffused and mute beliefs. Over the long run, the value of a financial product corresponds to the expected cash flows due to the holder of the product. Many products, however, have long durations or complex terms. Traders each have their own vantage from which they forecast a product's performance, so beliefs as to future cash flows can and do differ. Market participants know they are acting on limited information, and that others are too. This leads to a simultaneously mature and highly insecure mental predisposition. A price represents more than any one trader knows, a reality that rewards intellectual modesty. But diffidence has its costs, and traders self-consciously acting on incomplete information are susceptible to manipulation as well as over-reaction.
In the morning of May 6, 2010, the profound insecurity governing financial markets was on display as traders reacted to large sell-orders on S&P futures by reducing demand at all-but-the-lowest of prices. The prices of financial products are important indicators that inform a variety of economic activity. As unpacked by this article, price information comes from two interrelated sources: the order book and the ticker tape. Order books collect orders from traders to buy or sell a financial product in an amount and at a price specified in the order. In the olden days, order books were paper notepads where exchange employees wrote down orders, manually matching traders that wanted to sell with traders that wanted to buy. Nowadays, transactions take place through electronic order books that automatically match digital orders to sell with digital orders to buy. Order books collect the demand and supply for financial products, providing the number of units "the market" (i.e., traders participating in the marketplace) would sell at increasingly higher prices and the number of units the market would buy predominate and where exchange competition has essentially eliminated rule-based market maker obligations, liquidity problems are an inherent difficulty that must be addressed. Indeed, even in the absence of extraordinary market events, limit order books can quickly empty and prices can crash simply due to the speed and numbers of orders flowing into the market and due to the ability to instantly cancel orders."). as prices decrease. In addition to price data on current supply and demand in the order book, there is price data on executed transactions. Like the presentation of order book data, the presentation of executed transaction data has evolved with technology. Originally transmitted by telegraph and printed on a thin strip of paper, executed transaction data is today presented as pixels on screens but is still referred to as "ticker tape" data after the sound the telegraph made. Of course, the order book and ticker tape are as entwined as the present and the future-the prices at which traders are willing to buy or sell determine the prices at which transactions are executed; in turn, the prices at which transactions have been executed inform the prices at which traders are willing to buy and sell. The ability to freely place orders and then cancel them combined with automated trading technology allows significant disinformation to enter the market. While manual cancellations were generally free, they took trader time both to process changes in economic and market conditions and to issue the instruction to cancel prior orders. Computerized processing of information allows analyses that took a day to take place in milliseconds. Orders can be sent and pulled back immediately as new data comes in. 8 This contributes to the fragility and volatility of order book information. As buy (or sell) orders arrive in large volumes, greater demand (or supply) is broadcast to the market and deferential algorithms immediately follow suit by withdrawing sell (or buy) orders. Similarly, as buy (or sell) orders are cancelled in large volumes, computerized traders react by withdrawing their buy (or sell) orders. Since 2012, the ratio of fulfilled orders to cancelled orders on U.S. securities exchanges regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) generally fluctuated between 1 to 14 and 1 to 30. 9 Order cancellation rates on futures markets regulated by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) have been lower but still cover the vast majority of all orders entered. 10 Supply and demand reflected in the order books of securities and derivatives exchanges 11 is predominantly 8. The algorithms directing trading activity take into account only predefined data feeds. Thus, reactions to developments are necessarily based on a reductive view of the conditions in the relevant market, industry, asset class, or general economy. Sharp changes in order-book information cannot be easily ignored because they may correspond to unobserved changes in broader conditions. 9. 11. The discussion in this article generally applies to many-to-many electronic markets for financial products where transactions are entered into anonymously through matching of publicly disclosed orders. Although the term "exchange" is used, the intuitions are equally applicable to platforms regulated other than as exchanges. In other words, the term exchange is not intended to refer 2017] TAXING FICTIVE ORDERS 95
fictive. Significant fluctuations in order volumes can serve strategies to move prices in ways favorable to the trader entering and cancelling orders. Such practices are forms of market manipulation and have been illegal for decades.
12
The Dodd-Frank Act passed in 2010 has further prohibited placing an order with intent to cancel it, or "spoofing," expanding the regulatory toolkit for addressing intentionally distortive activities. 13 As explored herein, these tools are unwieldy in the typical context of sophisticated, algorithmic trading, particularly where it has an international component. Furthermore, these tools do not reach trading algorithms that in effect, but unintentionally, create misleading order flow.
Orders that are cancelled, or "fictive orders," impair the public good produced through transparent financial markets.
14 This is true both where order cancellation is premeditated and when it occurs in response to market developments. First, fictive orders affect expectations as to the price at which a transaction could be entered into through misrepresenting market depth and market direction. In this manner, fictive orders tarnish the informational value of prices ex ante. Second, fictive orders affect trading decisions and may-as in the case of manipulation-distort the price at which transactions are entered into. In other words, fictive orders also tarnish the informational value of prices ex post. This article's contribution is in identifying the publicgood nature of order information, understanding how the current set of protections falls short in protecting the public good, and proposing a regulatory intervention that takes the public-good nature of order information seriously while also improving on the current regimes policing price-distortive activity.
Like other commercial activity that detracts from a public good, the cancellation of orders represents pollution. The pollution analogy is apt on two dimensions. First, like pollution, fictive orders interfere with use of a shared resource, namely price information. Second, fictive orders, like pollution, may be a byproduct of valuable commercial activity. because it seeks to achieve global warming but because it is in competition with other market participants that do not expend the additional costs to build cleaner smoke stacks. In keeping with strategies to reduce pollution in other contexts, this article proposes a Pigovian tax on the pollution from cancelled orders. 15 The tax would be imposed on asymmetric order cancellation that leads to exaggerated supply or demand, and would impose higher costs on those that cancel orders in higher quantities in shorter periods of time. In other words, the impact of the tax would fall on those behaviors that are most likely to destabilize pricing. Revenue obtained from the tax can subsidize executed transactions, so as to counteract adverse effects on liquidity that may otherwise follow the tax. Furthermore, the re-distribution can be designed to mitigate a second, heretofore unregulated risk to price discovery: market participants' forbearance from order entry. Just as an excess of orders over actual supply-and-demand fundamentals can distort prices, an artificial dearth can also result in mis-information.
The rest of this paper proceeds in three parts. Part I provides an introduction to financial markets, explains how orders relate to prices, and identifies why prices serve as public goods. Part II explains the inadequacy of current regulatory approaches to maintaining price integrity, and in particular, the ill fit between scienter-based liability standards under anti-manipulation prohibitions and the anonymous, electronic trading environment in which orders are placed today. Part II also introduces the tax on fictive orders. Part III considers alternative strategies for deploying the tax on fictive orders. In assessing the tax, Part III shows how this proposal improves on prior financial transaction tax proposals. Prior proposals would tax all orders or all executed transactions; in contrast, a tax falling solely on cancelled orders carries limited adverse consequences for actual users of financial products.
II. HOW MARKETS FORM PRICES AND PROVIDE LIQUIDITY
Markets come in two varieties. There are one-to-many markets, where a single buyer or a single seller transacts with multiple counterparts. And there are many-to-many markets, where a variety of buyers and sellers come together to trade in parallel. The former model is instantiated in the local pharmacy, flower shop, or hardware store. The latter model is especially prominent in the new economy as digital technology and the Internet enable online markets where unrelated sellers can offer their products or services and unrelated buyers can bid 2017] TAXING FICTIVE ORDERS 97 on them, with Uber, Airbnb, Etsy, and countless other platforms serving as examples. However, the many-to-many model has a rich tradition with commercial meeting places such as bazaars dating back millennia.
In the financial context, exchanges and other platforms create manyto-many markets, aggregating the supply and demand for financial products and routinizing the execution of transactions between counterparties that have matching interests. 16 In today's digital environment, many financial products such as equities and futures trade predominantly on electronic platforms and the execution of other financial products such as swaps is migrating to electronic platforms.
17
Dealers 18 are market participants that make a business of buying at the lowest price at which a product is offered and selling at the highest price at which the product is bid on, a practice known as "taking the spread."
19 As discussed below, this practice helps exchanges attract customers by creating opportunities for them to transact.
A. How Order Books Aggregate Supply and Demand
Supply or demand on a platform is expressed through an "order."
20
Orders to buy are referred to as "bids" and orders to sell are referred to as "offers." At the minimum, an order identifies the financial product desired to be bought or sold and the quantity of the financial product. Orders come in several varieties, most important of which are market orders and limit orders. A market order does not communicate a price and represents a bid (offer) to buy (sell) at the lowest (highest) price available at the time the order is placed. A limit order, in addition to identifying the product and quantity, defines the price at which it should be executed. As a result, limit orders may not be executed immediately when they are entered and, instead, are stored by the platform. Many 16. Dealers acting on exchanges make a business of entering buy and sell orders and profiting from the spread in prices between the lowest priced order to sell and the highest priced order to buy. This article refers to market participants that make a business from buying and selling financial products as "dealers," although the terms "market-maker" and "liquidity provider" are also commonly used. These terms have defined meanings under statutes, regulations, and exchange rules governing financial markets, but these legal definitions are not intended to be used throughout the article. See, e.g., Securities Exchange Act of 1934 § 3(a)(5), 15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(5) (2012) (defining dealers in securities).
17 Table 1 shows that there is demand for 100,000 shares of Apple stock at the price of $120.05 per share, and that demand increases by 250,000 shares if the prices drops a penny, and by an additional 500,000 shares if the price falls another penny. Conversely, there is a supply of 50,000 shares at the price of $120.06 per share, and additional supply of 200,000 shares at a price one penny higher and 600,000 shares at a price that is two pennies higher. This order book reflects a fairly small spread between the price at which buyers would buy and sellers would sell.
21
The midpoint between the highest bid and lowest offer suggests that the market price of a share of Apple is approximately $120.055. The order book also reveals how many shares a seller could dispose of if she was willing to immediately accept a price within a few pennies of the market price, and similarly, how many shares a buyer could obtain if she was willing to immediately pay a price within a few pennies of the market price. Immediately is a key qualifier, because the contents of the order book may change as new orders are matched against contra-orders resting in the order book, additional limit orders are entered into the order book, or, of central importance to this article, resting orders are cancelled.
An automated order book generally matches bids and offers based on price, and then breaks ties based on the length of time that an order was 
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resting in the order book. 22 Thus, traders have incentives to place orders early. Being able to cancel orders enables a trader to place orders at prices far from the current market price so that her orders are executed before others' orders when prices move without also accepting the risk that she will be forced to enter into an undesirable transaction. These dynamics lead to large numbers of orders being entered with a "waitand-see" attitude and then being cancelled when market prices evolve. Because it is costless to withdraw orders, the supply and demand information in order books is unreliable.
B. Price Information in Order Books Is a Public Good
Price information is a public good as it assists with a diverse set of economic decisions. Scholarship largely accepts that more accurate pricing of financial products contributes to social welfare, as discussed in more detail below. 23 The order book and the ticker tape are the two primary sources of price information on financial products. The former reports current supply and demand for a financial product, as discussed above. The latter provides price and volume data for already executed transactions.
Ticker tape data on executed transactions differs in several respects from that of order book data. Consummated transactions reflect a mutually costly exchange between market participants, and thus carry additional credibility. By its very nature, however, a consummated transaction reveals valuation decisions made by only two parties. Transaction data does not express the valuation opinions of other market participants. As a result, one foolish or desperate buyer or seller can skew the price reflected in transaction data. Furthermore, consummated transactions necessarily reflect prior as opposed to current circumstances and thus may be stale.
Even if price information for executed transactions did not suffer from the above deficiencies, it could not be decoupled from order book price information. The prices at which transactions are executed informs the prices at which orders are entered. In turn, the prices at which orders are entered informs the prices at which additional orders are entered and determines the prices at which transactions are executed. Because the prices at which market participants express a willingness to trade and the prices at which they do trade are codependent, order book 22. This is known as the first-in-first-out method of order matching, and some exchanges are moving away from it. Carol L. price information cannot be seen as a substitute for ticker tape price information. Rather, the integrity of the order book is reflected in the ticker tape. Not all markets share data on executed transactions or their order books; however, those that do produce a valuable public good in so doing. 24 Finance scholars and practitioners price a financial product based on estimates of cash flows deliverable on the product. 25 These projections embedded in financial product prices inform a variety of economically significant decisions. 26 Price information helps those with financial positions, such as investors holding securities and derivatives counterparties, calculate the value of their portfolio.
Price information relating to securities assists a variety of decisions in the corporate context. 27 Accurate security prices reduce agency costs.
28
For example, share price performance helps investors and directors evaluate management, thus serving as a key input into corporate governance decisions. Mis-priced shares can lead to erroneous retention decisions, for example when a well (poorly) performing CEO is terminated (retained) because a company's share price is inaccurately depressed (inflated). Equity-based managerial compensation complements monitoring through aligning managerial interests with those of shareholders. Alignment, however, relies on share prices accurately reflecting the long-term health of the company; if management can dispose of its equity at a high price while the long-term prospects of the firm are dim, equity compensation may do little to ensure officers act in the best interests of shareholders. Securities prices also help management intelligently deploy internal resources. Through 27. BODIE ET AL., supra note 25, at 9 ("Investors in the stock market ultimately decide which companies will live and which will die. If a corporation seems to have good prospects of future profitability, investors will bid up its stock price. . . . If, on the other hand, a company's prospects seem poor, investors will bid down its stock price. . . . The process by which capital is allocated through the stock market sometimes seems wasteful. Some companies can be 'hot' for a short period of time, attract a large flow of investor capital, and then fail after only a few years. But that is an unavoidable aspect of economic progress. It is impossible to accurately predict which ventures will succeed and which will fail. But the stock market encourages allocation of capital to those firms that appear at the time to have the best prospects. Many smart, well-trained, and well-paid professionals analyze the prospects of firms whose shares trade on the stock market. Stock prices reflect their collective judgment.").
28 suggesting cash flows expected from operations in the status quo, security prices create a threshold for profitability that must be met by new projects or expansions of existing projects. Under-priced shares result in the issuer excessively expanding operations rather than returning earnings to shareholders. Over-priced shares result in businesses foregoing desirable projects. Security price information also enables a business to estimate its cost of capital. Bond yields and share prices express how much interest the issuer would have to pay or how much it would have to dilute its current shareholders to raise additional funds. Inaccurate prices may undermine financing efforts if the correction occurs during the financing or, if mis-pricing persists, lead to over-or under-allocation of capital to the firm. Security price information also informs employees, vendors, and other constituents making firm-specific investments as to the health of the firm. 29 Inaccurate share prices may lead to inefficient transactions (or inefficiently-foregone transactions) between the issuer and its counterparties. For example, a prospective employee may turn down employment based on inaccurately-depressed share price out of concern that insolvency is near and she would soon have to retrain for a new employer. Or a vendor may invest in custom-built machine tools to supply parts to a firm based on the firm's inflated share prices only to have to scrap the tools when the firm enters liquidation.
Prices in derivatives markets similarly inform (and, if incorrect, misinform) significant business decisions. Derivatives allow parties to enter into positions based on operational or financial risks encountered in their business.
30
For example, derivatives may be used to take positions on interest rates, currency exchange rates, physical commodity prices (such as metal, energy and foodstuffs), or even the weather and population longevity. 31 Derivative prices inform firms as to the cost of hedging risks (for example, the costs to a soda producer of corn syrup inputs or fuel costs to an airline). Derivative prices also enable firms to value and manage their inventories, such as where credit default swap (CDS) prices are used by a bank to estimate default likelihood on a loan to a borrower referenced in the CDS.
In appreciating the usefulness of accurate price information to a variety of economic decisions, it is important not to forget limitations on the accuracy of prices. Financial theory does not assert that prices accurately express future cash flows from financial products; rather, financial theory supports that, in markets with low transaction costs, prices reflect available information regarding future cash flows. 32 Some of the mechanics through which prices adjust to new information are discussed below, and as will be apparent in that discussion, the costs of transacting figure prominently into the responsiveness of prices to new information. Yet however incomplete prices may be in reflecting cash flows due on an instrument, they serve as a valuable source of information.
Order book price information is interdependent with ticker tape price information, as discussed above. Thus, all price information relies on order book integrity. In addition, the order book provides price information that is not found on the ticker tape-in particular, current supply and demand curves for a financial product. Protecting the accuracy of order book price information as discussed in this article helps assure both the accuracy of the ticker tape and the reliability of the unique price information found in the order book. Protecting price information is justified because it represents a public good. However, as discussed next, there may be costs to preserving the accuracy of price information. These costs are discussed, and then the next part turns to the current regime for protecting price information.
C. Financial Market Quality is a Function of Price Accuracy and Liquidity
Price discovery refers to the process through which prices adjust to reflect new information available to one or more market participants.
33
For example, an industry analyst may identify that a competitor has filed a patent for a disruptive technology that will obsolesce an issuer's product. That analyst may model resulting decreases in issuer revenues and, on the basis of those decreases, calculate a discount to the issuer's currently anticipated cash flows. The analyst may then sell the issuer's stock short at a price below that prevailing in the market. 34. A short sale is a sale of an asset that is not held in inventory, which is made with the expectation of purchasing that asset at a later time. Short sales are made by traders expecting prices to decline, so that the sold asset can be repurchased at a lower price. To deliver the asset at the time of the 2017] TAXING FICTIVE ORDERS 103 sale will reduce share price through two vectors. First, it will simply reduce demand at the highest price point(s) from the market. For example, in the Apple illustration above, if the analyst sold 100,000 shares at $120.05, the highest bid remaining in the market would be for $120.04. Second, transactions disclose information to the market. A large sale of securities tells the market that either the seller needs cash or that the seller believes the securities will lose value. 35 Which of those two causes leads to a sale is unknown. However, there is some non-zero likelihood of each motivation, so the buyer would downwardly adjust its expectations in response to the transaction. Scholars believe and empirical evidence supports that market prices impound private information revealed through changes in supply or demand for financial products.
36 Accordingly, the result of the informed short sale would be to reduce the demand for the issuer's stock. This reduction represents order-book-price data learning from the analyst, albeit understanding only that prices are expected to decline and not why they would.
Rules designed to benefit price discovery can impede liquidity, and vice versa. The process of price discovery produces winners and losers. Informed traders profit at the expense of the less informed traders. In addition to redistributing wealth, this process may have regressive consequences to the extent that uninformed traders tend to be pension funds, mutual funds and other stores of savings for retail investors. The reward of informed traders at the expense of uninformed traders may also drive the latter from participating in the market. Departure of potential counterparties can impair market function through downgrading a platform from many-to-many to some-to-some. 37 Uninformed investors that place non-marketable 38 limit orders benefit the market through providing "liquidity."
39 Liquidity refers to the costs short sale, the seller generally has to borrow it from another party (and then on purchasing the asset from the market, "return" the purchased asset to the borrower). 35. Disposing of securities raises cash. That cash may then be used to make other investments, (e.g., to diversify the investment portfolio) or the cash may be used for non-investment purposes. Note that diversification can occur through purchasing under-represented investments in addition to selling over-represented investments. 38. Non-marketable limit orders refer to those limit orders that are not immediately executed against other limit orders waiting in the order book.
39. Informed investors may also place limit orders that increase liquidity, but as they generally have a sense of the direction in which the market is moving, informed traders generally place marketable buy orders (if they expect prices to increase) or sell orders (if they expect prices to decrease).
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[VOL. 85 of executing a transaction within a market, and thus largely depends on the availability of counterparties willing to trade. If the midpoint between the lowest offer and the highest bid represents an approximation of the market price, the difference between the midpoint and the lowest offer represents a premium that a buyer would have to pay over the market price to obtain the desired instrument; and similarly, the difference between the midpoint and the highest bid represents the discount that a seller would have to accept to dispose of the instrument. Of course, depending on the size of the order, the quantity at the lowest offer or highest bid may be insufficient to satisfy the full order; as a result, more complex measures of liquidity exist for characterizing the ease of transacting through a particular market.
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Exchanges seek to have fulsome order books to attract customers. After all, who would go to a bazaar where no goods were changing hands? A variety of traders supply limit orders. 41 To fill their order books, some exchanges offer bounties to traders placing limit orders that are subsequently executed against. 42 Although exchange rules vary, these bounties are usually reserved for dealers that meet minimum order volume requirements. 43 Because limit orders at the same price are executed based on how long they have been exposed to the market through the order book, traders have incentives to place limit orders early and then potentially cancel as market conditions evolve. The bounty paid to liquidity providers is offset by a premium charged to those placing marketable orders that execute against resting orders (i.e., liquidity providers are subsidized, whereas liquidity takers are charged). 44 A second source of revenues to liquidity providers is the "spread," or the difference in price between how much they pay to take an instrument into inventory and how much they receive on disposing of an instrument. In the Apple stock example above, if a liquidity provider was buying at $120.05 per share and selling at $120.06 per share, the 41. Market participants alternately known as dealers, market makers, or liquidity providers make a business of entering limit orders on exchanges and profiting from the spread. See supra note 16. However, retail traders and institutions investing on their behalf can and do also engage in placing limit orders. As a clarifying note responding to some early readers, exchanges themselves do not place orders; rather, they design the environment for attracting liquidity and maintaining price integrity. Exchanges administer the mechanics of order entry, matching, and execution, and, subject to regulatory requirements, police trading conduct and support market integrity. Exchanges may also supply ancillary services, such as data feeds based on orders and executions.
42 To the extent liquidity providers are not themselves informed, they are susceptible to losses when transacting with informed traders. While market prices stay constant, a liquidity provider can continue to earn revenues from the spread. However, if market prices deteriorate, a liquidity provider's inventory will devalue (or, conversely where inventory is negative, a short position 45 will become more expensive to cover as market prices rise). To stay in business, liquidity providers must obtain enough revenue to offset inventory losses from market movements. 46 To compensate for expected losses, scholars have posited that liquidity providers increase the spread between their bids and offers in the presence of informed traders. 47 In particular, a liquidity provider's standing offer reflects the provider's expectation that the matching bid may be from a trader with information suggesting that prices are going up; and reciprocally, the liquidity provider's standing bid reflects expectations that the matching offer may be from a trader with information suggesting prices are going to decline. 48 Empirical evidence supports these suppositions, showing that liquidity providers decrease their bids in response to excess supply and increase their offers in response to excess demand. 49 The availability of liquidity determines whether parties can enter into transactions, which in turn can serve important social goals. The costs of selling a security inform how much a purchaser would pay for it in the first place, and thus reduce how much capital investors would contribute to the issuer in exchange for the security. This reduction is known as the illiquidity discount. The illiquidity discount links the health of primary markets, where issuers obtain capital to finance operations in exchange for claims on their assets, to the health of secondary markets, where the securities are subsequently traded. Liquidity also impacts capacity to save. The costs attendant on purchasing a security determine how easy it is to convert cash into 45 . See supra note 34. 46. Unbiased fluctuations in market price are as likely to profit as harm the liquidity provider. As a result, liquidity providers are less concerned with volatility than directional movements in market price.
47 income earning investments. The higher the transaction costs of saving, the less consumption will be deferred to the future. Higher transaction costs can impoverish the elderly and reduce the transmission of wealth across generations. The costs of security transactions also inform how expensive it is to diversify an investment portfolio. Absent diversification, investors are exposed to risk without concomitant reward. Because individuals are risk averse and need steady cash flows to support their standard of living, uncompensated variation in returns is undesirable. Illiquidity also has adverse consequence in derivatives markets. Many companies use derivatives to hedge risk. 50 Risk may derive from the fluctuation in prices of inputs such as metals, energy, and agricultural products; or risk may derive from volatility of financial variables such as interest rates on outstanding debt or currency exchange rates at which international revenues are repatriated. In either case, derivatives may be used to reduce exposure to fluctuation such as through purchasing futures on inputs or entering into swaps on interest and currency exchange rates. Reducing liquidity in derivatives markets has the effect of making these risk management transactions more expensive and thus increasing the uncertainty that businesses and individuals contend with.
As already noted above, and will be revisited throughout this paper, a tension exists between the accuracy of a market's prices and the market's liquidity. Market policies must frequently negotiate tradeoffs between, on the one hand, the benefits of price discovery, and on the other hand, the benefits of liquidity. Insufficient liquidity or insufficient price discovery can have negative externalities, and thus any regulations affecting either should be carefully designed to balance the competing public interests. This balance is considered in the next two parts as the current regime protecting order-book information and the proposed improvement on it are discussed.
III. REMEDIES TO FICTIVE TRADING
Order cancellations may impose two types of harms. The first, where the cancellation exploits other market participants to the advantage of the trader placing and cancelling orders, is effectively a form of theft. The second, which can occur irrespective of whether the cancellation is premeditated, is a form of pollution. In designing a regulatory response to these two forms of harm, what relevance should the trader's mental 50 52 Although the transfer itself may be neutral from a purely utilitarian standpoint-as ex ante neither party is likelier to receive greater utility from the transferred resource-social resources will be wasted in contending over the transfer. The transferor will invest in accomplishing the transfer and the transferee will invest in resisting it. Unintentional acts with distributive consequences do not result in the same dissipation through effectuation and defense. For this reason, an economist would argue, we do not punish the person accidentally taking another's umbrella from a pile at the entrance of a restaurant, but do punish the person that steals an umbrella from a briefcase. Manipulation through fictive orders is an example of coercive transfer, where one party expends efforts to distort prices while other market participants expend efforts not to be exploited through manipulation. 53 As discussed in more detail below, prohibitions on manipulation have been in place to deter this conduct; however, they are of limited effectiveness due to the difficulties of showing requisite mens rea.
Even if a trader does not intend to distort prices through entering and cancelling orders, distortion can be harmful. The cancellation of orders can impose harm even where it does not lead to a coerced transfer. 54 As introduced above, the order book should be seen as a public good. Demand and supply curves exhibited in the order book help inform decisions. 55 The impairment of order book information results in social harm irrespective of whether the impairment is intentional. Contemporary financial regulation fails to recognize this second type of harm from fictive orders.
Securities and derivatives laws attach liability to price-distorting conduct such as order cancellations only in the presence of recklessness 54. Regulators have raised concerns that electronic traders do not internalize the harm done by their fictive orders. JOINT CFTC-SEC ADVISORY COMMITTEE, supra note 2, at 11-12.
55. Order book price information also helps determine the prices at which transactions are executed, affecting the second source of price information-the ticker tape. 58 This is particularly true given the absence of reputational means to discipline distortive cancellations due to the anonymous nature of electronic trading. This part develops on these observations, explaining why the current regime for addressing fictive trading is inadequate.
The current regime only weakly deters manipulation and does not protect the order book from unintentional cancellations that pollute price information.
A. Prohibitions on Spoofing and Other Forms of Manipulation
The Dodd-Frank Act added section 4c(a) to the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) to expressly prohibit "spoofing" when trading derivatives. 59 Spoofing is defined as entry of an order with intent to cancel it. Intent to manipulate prices through the cancellation is not required to violate the prohibition on spoofing. Although enforcement on account of spoofing has been extremely rare, 60 a number of 56. See discussion infra Section II.A. 57. Andrew Ceresney, Director, Divison of Enforcement, Market Structure Enforcement: Looking Back and Forward (Nov. 2, 2015), http://www.sec.gov/news/speech/ceresney-speech-sifma-nyregional-seminar.html ("Errors in implementing policies and procedures can directly affect the market as a whole and cause significant harm.").
58. Regulations requiring controls over trading software can deter inadvertent order entry, but fail to internalize the costs to market participants where algorithms produce imbalanced order cancellation by design. Exchange Act Rule 15c3-5 requires a broker or dealer who accesses markets to have, document, and maintain a system of risk management controls and procedures that are reasonably designed to manage the risk of its market access. Two categories of risk are subject to management under the rule: (1) financial risk, such as that posed by erroneous orders or orders that exceed capital and credit limits; and (2) regulatory risk, such as the risk that pre-trade regulatory requirements will not be satisfied. 17 C.F.R. § 240.15c3-5 (2016). The rule is designed to reduce risks from increased trading automation and to help ensure that firms have mechanisms in place to minimize the impact purposeful as well as accidental damaging trading conduct. exchanges have regularly experienced daily cancellation to trade ratios exceeding 1 to 10. 61 In other words, the average trader should expect with 90% likelihood that she cancels any order she places. Of course, there is heterogeneity across traders and not all times of the day are equal. A look at trading data will show that some traders regularly cancel well over 90% of their orders. The distinction between intentionally canceling orders and knowing with 90% (or much higher) certainty that any order being placed will be cancelled and then placing hundreds if not thousands of them on an hourly basis is like the distinction between intentionally shooting a group of people and indiscriminately firing an automatic weapon into a crowd. The difference between the two scenarios is that the latter is (thankfully) extremely rare, while the former is the norm on many electronic exchanges. The scienter requirement is at best absurd when it is the sole dividing line between widely and persistently practiced conduct and prohibited conduct. 62. Although this language is strong, I believe it is defensible. The outcome here-order cancellation-represents the great majority of outcomes from the conduct in question-the placing of an order. Thus, many traders know that their regular placement of orders will result in the great majority being cancelled. This is unlike the example of a car manufacturer that knows some vehicles will fail because relatively few vehicles do fail, and where a failure occurs, product liability theory can lead to internalization of (some of the) costs. In contrast, the degradation of price information in the order book cannot be deterred through private suit (or public action).
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[VOL. 85 the most famous is against a young man who lived with his parents in a modest house in an immigrant suburb near London, Navinder Singh Sarao. 63 Mr. Sarao is accused of extensive spoofing that lasted over 200 days and, most dramatically, contributing to the so called "Flash Crash" of May 6, 2010 when financial markets lost approximately $1 trillion (only to recover later that same day).
64
Mr. Sarao's manipulative strategy consisted of placing and then canceling large sell orders to project excess supply. 65 The fictive supply drove down prices, allowing Sarao to buy low and then, after canceling his fictive sell orders, sell high. In total, Sarao is alleged to have made over $40 million in trading. 66 Because he wrote e-mails saying as much, there is little doubt that Mr. Sarao intended to cancel the orders being placed on his behalf by software he customized. In general, cases alleging spoofing are thought to be difficult to win due to the technical nature of the conduct and lack of direct evidence on the mental state.
67
If enforcement authorities pursue spoofing cases solely where direct evidence of mental state is available, such as in Sarao's case, to the exclusion of cases where the pattern of conduct plainly shows that expansive order cancellation was consciously expected by the trader, the results will be regressive enforcement and gross under-enforcement. 68 There is authority to punish distortive trading outside the prohibition on spoofing derivatives. Derivatives and securities laws both prohibit manipulative trading on exchanges under sections 6(c)(c) and 9(a)(2) of 68. Evidence of a trader's intent to cancel an order may be obtained from multiple sources. Besides e-mails and other records in which a trader may admit an intention to cancel orders, the government may look at the code directing trading activity. The logic according to which orders are placed and cancelled by the code will reflect whether some orders are placed in a manner designed to ensure they are not executed. Reviewing e-mails and similar evidence, however, poses lower costs to prosecutors than analyzing complex trading software. Law schools, business schools, investment banks, and other institutions inculcate us to avoid writing when discussing sensitive subjects. As a result, cheaply accessible evidence of intent is more likely to be left by traders from less privileged backgrounds.
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the CEA and section 9 of the Exchange Act.
69
Violation of these sections also requires specific intent. 70 Proving manipulation in securities markets requires showing that a practice was "intended to mislead investors by artificially affecting market activity."
71 Actions for manipulation of derivatives markets require the following showing:
[(1)] the accused ha[s] the ability to influence market prices; (2) that the accused specifically intended to create or effect a price or price trend that does not reflect legitimate forces of supply and demand; (3) that artificial prices existed; and (4) that the accused caused the artificial prices.
72
The second prong of this standard will rarely be met by automatic trading systems, even where they frequently or almost always cancel the orders they place.
That is because the cancellations may be characterized as reacting to market dynamics rather than intending to lead them. Such would be the case with market makers canceling their lowest offers as prices rise (or, reciprocally, canceling their highest bids as prices decline).
Furthermore, even where an automatic trading system was designed to cancel orders to exploit the resulting moves in prices, identifying such a trading system among the legion of other algorithms engaging in 69. The SEC has brought several actions against traders using fictive orders to manipulate prices. 70. There are additional prohibitions under securities and derivatives law against fraud committed through material statements or omissions, where the fraud must be intentional or reckless. An argument may be made that fictitious quotes are in themselves material misstatements so that market manipulation may be punished on the basis of reckless conduct (rather than solely intent). However, even this argument would need to establish some level of scienter beyond negligence. Under the SEC and CFTC rules prohibiting fraudulent conduct, supporting "recklessness" requires a showing of "an extreme departure from the standard of ordinary care, . . . which presents a danger of misleading buyers or sellers that is either known to the defendant or is so obvious that the actor must have been aware of it." City of Phila. v. Fleming Cos., 264 F.3d 1245, 1258 (10th Cir. 2001). It is hard to see how this standard may ever be met where cancellations are over ten times more common than executed transactions in the market and there is no public data as to the distribution of cancellations by industry participants.
71 An additional complexity [in bringing anti-manipulation cases] is that this type of trading often originates overseas, from traders who access the U.S. markets through broker-dealers that act as market access providers. For example, the recent case against [a] Canadian man involved traders mostly based in China and Korea, and our case several years ago against Biremis Corporation and its co-owners involved four-to-five thousand traders in over thirty different countries. 74 By taxing order cancellation, fictive order entry may be deterred without having to engage in complex jurisdictional negotiation. The non-trivial challenges of extradition and other cross-border processes add to the otherwise significant administrative costs of investigating and bringing enforcement actions against complex and technical activity. 75 The ubiquity of order cancellations in today's financial markets poses a puzzle when contrasted to the few dozen enforcement cases that have been brought for spoofing and related conduct. Enforcement may be disproportionate for one of two reasons. Either the cancellations are benign and the lack of cases represents judicious use of enforcement discretion, or the cancellations are malign and enforcement is constrained by legal, political, resource-based, or other considerations. ur market structure investigations are increasingly dominated by our need to understand the technology that forms the backbone of our markets. This includes the computer codes that direct those systems; and more and more, studying computer codes, and the data logs that show how the codes operate, are essential steps in our investigations. It is often the case that we simply cannot do a meaningful market structure investigation without analyzing extremely large sets of orders and trades.").
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The former would be the case if order cancellation does not actually undermine price accuracy. Cancellations may be largely innocuous if they do not affect the balance of supply and demand reflected in the order book. 76 It is understood that the order book is an incomplete representation of overall supply and demand in the market. As noted above, orders may be cancelled. Furthermore, some supply and demand is not (immediately) expressed in orders, particularly when the supply and demand is conditional on events that have yet to occur. For purposes of accurate pricing, it is important only that there be a predictable relationship between the supply and demand expressed in the order book and the overall supply and demand outstanding in the market. Only activity that disrupts the relationship between observed supply and demand in the order book and actual supply and demand impairs the public good of order book price information. It is this activity that warrants regulation.
Supply and demand reflected in order books may be exaggerated as well as understated; trading conduct that has either effect may be distortive. In the absence of cancellations, order entry is costly and ultimately self-fulfilling-a bid order represents demand irrespective of whether the trader placing it intends to enter into a transaction unless that bid order can be cancelled. Cancellation, however, allows traders to costlessly distort market expectations through entering orders and canceling them prior to their execution. 77 Although any cancellation introduces noise into the estimate of supply and demand, cancellations are particularly pernicious when they disproportionately affect demand or supply. These cases implicate the balance of demand and supply in the market, rather than simply the volume. Greater distortion will occur if the entry and cancellation of a set of orders occurs in a shorter period. Tighter timelines between entry and cancellation expose the trader to a lower risk that the order will be matched. Faster cancellation is also likely to contribute to greater volatility and increase processing costs for other market participants.
Technology has enabled disruption through reducing the costs of high levels of order entry and cancellation, even by relatively insignificant market participants like Navinder Sarao.
78
Technology has also increased sensitivity to market trends through enabling trading to 76 . Even in this case, however, unbiased cancellations increase the noise-to-signal ratio in orderbook information.
77. Even without order cancellations, however, it is conceivable that the relationship between supply and demand reflected in the order book and actual supply and demand is disrupted through fluctuations in the speed with which actual supply and demand is expressed in orders.
78. Heightened sensitivity can lead to the converse of distortive order cancellation, namely excessive order forbearance. Algorithms guiding trading detect changes in market depth or direction reflected in order book information, and can respond through withdrawing order flow pending re-equilibration. Withdrawal itself creates a signal that may lead other algorithmic traders to withdraw and thus create an artificial dearth of orders that under-represents supply and demand. It was Sarao's exaggeration of supply as well as responsive reduction of demand by unrelated market participants that precipitated the artificial decline of prices in the morning of May 6, 2010. There is, however, a notable difference between the vulnerability of price information to order exaggeration and understatement. The former may be accomplished by a single trader. In contrast, because in typical circumstances no single trader represents a significant portion of order flow, a single trader's withdrawal from the market cannot, generally speaking, distort price information. However, the correlated withdrawal of traders in response to market events such as spoofing can and has led to distortionary under-statement of supply and demand.
Cancellations may be the byproduct of trading algorithms intended to reap profits through means other than market manipulation. Irrespective of the intent behind cancellations, fictive orders can distort price information and social welfare would be improved through forcing traders to internalize the cost of these distortions. 80 Statistically, it is highly unlikely that strategies relying on frequent order cancellations do not distort supply and demand levels ex post even if bids and offers are entered at the same rate and are equally likely to be cancelled ex ante. This phenomenon is explored in more detail below, but the intuition is simple. If we take a large number of coins and start flipping each of those coins, some coins will exhibit repeated streaks of heads or tails. In other words, although ex ante the coins are as likely to come up heads as they are to come up tails, in practice, some coins will exhibit more of one than the other. These coins are analogous to algorithmic trading that enters and cancels bids and offers with equal ex ante probability. Even in this ideally unbiased scenario, some algorithms will generate 
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more bids and some will generate more offers. 81 Although it is possible, it is not plausible that widespread trends in order cancellation do not adversely affect price discovery.
As discussed above, current regulation of distortive order entry is based on enforcement actions that must show mens rea. This approach is inadequate for addressing distortive activities that are a byproduct rather than the goal of trading activity. Not only is enforcement authority limited, but what enforcement authority there is may not be fully utilized.
There may be a second response to the puzzle of why so little enforcement occurs notwithstanding the ubiquity of order cancellations. Even if cancellations do distort prices, there may be respectable or simply practical constraints on policing them. The costs of penalizing traders that engage in distortive cancellations 82 may be greater than the benefits from improved price accuracy. The costs may come in one of two forms. First, administrative costs would have to be expended to investigate and bring actions against distortionary traders. The SEC has acknowledged the difficulty and expense of bringing anti-manipulation actions. 83 Cases of intentional market manipulation can go unpunished due to the burdens of showing mens rea as well as jurisdictional challenges when trading takes place in a cross-border context. Second, there may be broader costs to society for penalizing fictive orders to the extent that order cancellation and other distortive conduct enables liquidity provision.
An automated tax, or fee, charged upon order cancellation has significant potential to improve on the current balance between protecting the accuracy of prices, eliciting liquidity, and minimizing administrative costs. The design of the proposed tax on fictive orders takes both of these costs into account, keeping administrative costs low and targeting trading behavior to reduce impact on liquidity. It is standard to deploy Pigovian taxes in contexts where private conduct imposes externalities on third parties, such as through polluting a public 81. One may argue that among a set of traders, the imbalance created by one trader may offset the imbalance created by another trader (e.g., an artificial excess of bids may offset an artificial excess of orders). This is no more likely to be true than the imbalance created by one trader exacerbating the imbalance created by another. Thus we cannot assume that misleading noise will be drowned out by other noise, because that other noise may be misleading in the same direction. As discussed below, the paper's proposal would only tax significant order cancellation imbalances and thus occasional small imbalances (or symmetric cancellations) would not be affected. However, an elaboration on the tax may be developed that measures the net rate of bid/offer cancellations in the market for a product and only penalizes asymmetric cancelations that increase that rate.
82. See infra Section III.A for a discussion of which cancellation activities are more likely to distort prices.
83. See Ring, et al., supra note 63.
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resource. 84 The public resource in the trading context is the supply and demand curve data provided by the order book. The tax should be carefully designed to protect that public good while differentiating between more and less pernicious-as well as benign-forms of trading activity. A proposal for such a tax is developed in the next part. The proposal protects the nature of order books as a public good, while also deterring manipulative cancellation strategies. Because manipulation both deters liquidity and distorts prices, the strategy can increase both liquidity and price discovery. 85 It is key to note that the proposal is not simply the introduction of a Pigovian tax to protect a public good. The proposal is specifically to introduce an automated Pigovian tax in a fully digital context where behavior can be perfectly and freely tracked. It is the tremendous difference in administrative costs that primarily commends the proposed tax. Before turning to the proposal, however, it is useful to situate the debate on price distortion through order cancellation within the traditional contractual framework governing offers and execution of contracts.
B. Contractual Principles Neglect Third-Party Interest in Price Information
Without more, an offer to enter into an agreement may usually be withdrawn by the offeror prior to its acceptance. 86 There are exceptions where by its terms, the offer is firm for a period of time. 87 However, in the typical case, no contractual rights or obligations arise on account of an offer until it has been accepted. 88 Furthermore, warranties and other default terms observable in some transactional contexts enable withdrawal from a transaction subsequent to its execution. 89 Why isn't liberal optionality as to execution equally justified with respect to financial transactions taking place through public order books?
Common principles of contract formation view agreements as vehicles to mutually beneficial exchange between the counterparties. This view ignores the positive externalities from information regarding 
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parties' willingness to enter into contractual arrangements. In the case of idiosyncratic transactions, such as the contract with a neighbor to mow a lawn, the public benefits from reliable information as to supply and demand curves is slight. The value of information increases with the volume of fungible transactions expected in the market, for example, the price at which a merchant might sell a lawn mower. With respect to fungible assets, price information as to prior transactions helps thirdparty market participants value their inventory (in the case of sellers) and budget for purchases (in the case of buyers). Financial products are not simply fungible assets. As discussed earlier, their prices are proxies informing important business decisions such as management retention, project selection, and hedging. As a result, third parties derive unusually high informational value from the terms on which others transact in financial products. Preserving the positive informational externality from transparent financial markets is the first justification for distinguishing transactions in financial products from ordinary contractual arrangements. The second justification also stems from the fungibility of exchangetraded financial products. 90 The fungibility of transactions and the fact that financial assets-unlike cars, homes, and most other assets-do not deteriorate with use or time means that reselling is an alternative to nonexecution. In other words, a bidder that is forced to go through with the purchase and denied a rescission right will at worst be able to turn around and sell the instrument. Some loss may be experienced on the sale, which would consist of a mix of transaction costs and a decrease in the value of the instrument. The former represents a social loss; the latter represents a private loss to the bidder but an offsetting private gain to the prior seller. 91 Thus, in markets where transaction costs are low, the social costs of removing optionality to cancel the order or unwind the transaction should also be low. 91. To the extent that the bidder in this example is a liquidity provider, its losses may result in it widening the spread at which it is willing to transact. This widening of the spread will lead to social losses as parties forego transacting. However, the inability to cancel an order also results in the liquidity provider transacting at a lower spread than it would have otherwise and thus enabling additional transactions. The net result-absent transaction costs-should be expected to be neutral as counterparties on subsequent transactions end up subsidizing counterparties on the transactions that could not be cancelled.
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C. Anonymity Precludes Reputational Constraints on Fictive Orders
The electronic environment for trading financial products differs in fundamental respects from other contexts for exchange. In addition to the differences noted above, most securities and derivatives exchanges function on the basis of anonymity. The identity of the party standing behind a bid or offer is unknown to other market participants, rather only the quantity and price is known. Anonymity prevents discipline through reputational feedback. For example, when a new order arrives from a hedge fund that has cancelled 999,998 of its last 1,000,000 orders there is no way to distinguish that unreliable order from a rock-solid order placed by a mutual fund that has executed 1,000,000 of its last 1,000,000 orders. In contrast, if a merchant advertised it was selling lawn mowers for $150 and then, after customers showed up to the store, cancelled the offer, reputational repercussions would serve as both an ex ante deterrent to the cancellation and an ex post signal to further prospective customers to take the merchant's offer with some salt.
This failing of anonymous markets for financial products may partly be remedied by the exchange tracking order cancellation rates by trader and enriching order information with the cancellation rate of the trader placing the order. This approach would increase the informational burden on market participants-requiring them to appreciate not only the order book, but the reliability of the orders in it-however, it would also make the relationship between the order book and actual supply and demand more predictable. Qualification of orders with cancellation rates as well as other characteristics (e.g., if an order is of a type that lapses at a certain time or under certain conditions) would assist market participants in predicting actual supply and demand based on order book information. These advances in order book transparency are desirable. However, because price information is a public good, advances in order book content voluntarily developed by exchanges and other commercial market participants should not be expected to attain socially optimal levels.
Disclosure enriching order book information may be mandated, but this policy would not yield ideal results. Parsing through mandated disclosures would impose information-processing costs on market participants. Relative to a tax on fictive orders, mandatory disclosure would impose costs on those trading in the market generally rather than those parties cancelling their order flow. As a result, the costs imposed by order cancellations would not be internalized by the traders placing the orders and the externality of order cancellation would be mitigated but not internalized. Put simply: it would be other market participants that bear the costs of understanding disclosure rather than those who engage in distortive high-volume orders and cancellations. Furthermore, 2017] TAXING FICTIVE ORDERS 119 disclosure of cancellation rates may undermine anonymity. Anonymity in financial markets allows traders to execute transactions without letting other market participants learn their positions. This feature protects traders from strategic behavior such as where market participants know that a party has a large position that it is seeking to liquidate, and take advantage of the impending supply by reducing demand at all but the lowest prices.
92
If cancellation rates were published, they could be used to track traders with unusual cancellation rates. However, this risk could be mitigated by rounding or binning cancellation rates.
Enrichment of order book information with cancellation rates and other order characteristics (such as whether the order would expire at a given time) would be helpful and could mitigate distortion from fictive orders; however, because parsing disclosure is costly, it may be a second best solution relative to the Pigovian tax proposed by this paper.
IV. IMPLEMENTING A TAX ON FICTIVE TRADING
A trader placing an order has private information as to the likelihood the order will be cancelled: only the trader knows the conditions under which she would cancel the order. A tax imposed on cancellations encourages traders to self-screen when placing an order. In the status quo, traders can enter orders irrespective of how unlikely the order is to be executed. If a tax were imposed, traders would omit placing orders that were both (a) likely to be cancelled, and (b) unlikely to produce much gain if executed. How the tax is designed will affect just which orders a trader will forego. At the outset, however, the administrative advantage to an automated tax should be noted. Beyond the fixed costs of developing the tax software, the costs of applying it on a market-wide basis are minimal.
93
Unlike enforcement actions, which require investigative and litigation resources, a tax automatically withdrawn 92. Terrence Hendershott, Electronic Trading in Financial Markets, IT PROF., July/Aug. 2003, at 12, http://faculty.haas.berkeley.edu/hender/ITpro.pdf ("Anonymity is potentially important for informed institutional investors, because less-informed traders may attempt to copy their strategy. In addition, if other market participants can obtain prior or contemporaneous knowledge of transactions, they may attempt to trade before the institutional investors can complete their trades, a practice known as front running. In financial markets, any sort of front running or information leakage is a serious concern.").
93. At the outset, the proposal is to incentivize exchanges to implement taxes on fictive orders. Experimentation and sensitivity to differences in trading among product types may lead to successful models that can be imposed across exchanges. The magnitude of the tax could vary by product. Current average order cancellation rates can be used to create benchmarks, excesses beyond which would be taxed. The tax could be adjusted through applying a number of factors, including: (a) transaction size, with larger transactions subject to higher taxes if cancelled; and (b) responsiveness of liquidity measures to the tax, with markets where the tax has a lower impact on liquidity being subject to a higher tax.
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[VOL. 85 from a trader's account upon cancellation is highly scalable and is efficiently deployed even against minor violations (which may add up to significant distortion in the aggregate). This is a special feature of the electronic trading environment, where each new order and cancellation can be reviewed automatically without additional human oversight. As a result, the tax offers an inexpensive, comprehensive, and focused means for deterring price-distorting orders. Manual enforcement tools, in contrast, are expensive, selective, and potentially prone to greater error.
94

A. Fictive Order Taxes Can Preserve Liquidity
A tax on price-distortive order cancellations may be objected to on liquidity preservation grounds. The argument would be that some rate of order cancellations is necessary to carry out market making strategies. Market makers adjust their spread, i.e., the difference between their highest bid and lowest offer, to recoup losses on transactions with informed parties. 95 Adjusting the spread involves canceling resting limit orders within the spread. Thus, cancellations supporting market-making strategies may on net benefit markets through their role in increasing liquidity.
Refinements to the tax structure or adaptation by market makers can allow liquidity provision strategies relying on cancellations to persist. First, the tax could be structured so as to exempt cancellations of bids that are balanced out by cancellations of offers. Cancelled orders would be treated as offsetting not merely if one was a bid and the other an offer, but if they were equidistant from the market midpoint. If demand and supply are exaggerated to the same extent, it is less likely that traders' expectations of price movements are altered. 96 Second, no charge may apply to imbalances so long as they do not exceed a de minimis threshold that could be adjusted upward based on executed transactions entered into by the trader. The de minimis quota and the tax 94 . If a trader knows that its next order will be cancelled with probability of p and the tax on the cancellation will be t, then the trader will only place the order if the expected value of the executed transaction, y, satisfies the following formula: y ≥ pt/(1-p). Note that this formula is synonymous with the expected value of the order being greater than zero, or y(1-p) -pt ≥ 0. For a given tax (t), this inequality can be satisfied by decreasing p or increasing y. As a result, a tax on cancellations will incentivize traders to forego placing orders that (a) have a higher likelihood of being cancelled, and (b) have lower expected returns if executed. Notably, reducing p both reduces the denominator and increases the numerator in the decisional formula, so the former type of screening is likely to predominate (in other words, a 1% decrease in p has a greater effect than a 1% increase in y). However, it is clear that taxes on cancellations will not only reduce the incidence of cancelled orders but also increase the minimum expected profit that would motivate an order being placed. 
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could be applied on the basis of how many orders were cancelled in a given unit of time. Tighter timelines between entry and cancellation expose the trader to a lower risk that the order will be matched, thus increasing the likelihood the order will result in distorting expectations rather than providing liquidity. Faster cancellation is also likely to contribute to greater volatility and increase processing costs for other market participants. The speed of cancellation should be qualified by the distance of the order from the market midpoint, as less marketable orders can be left in the order book without the risk of being matched for longer periods of time. In other words, an order at or near the market price may be cancelled after a shorter period of time without incurring the tax than an order outside the marketable range. In this manner, liquidity providers would have buffers to absorb ex post distortive effects from strategies that are ex ante as likely to generate executed bids as offers; and these buffers would expand with the amount of liquidity actually being provided by the trader. Third, in addition to buffers to exclude de minimis quantities of cancellations, the tax could be structured to apply in a non-linear fashion. Small numbers of cancellations exceeding the de minimis threshold might result in a nominal fee; however, increasingly greater imbalances would result in fees that increase super-linearly (e.g., quadratically) to impose significantly higher burdens on strategies that result in abnormally high rates of cancellation. By focusing penalties on high-volume, imbalanced entry of fictive orders, the tax would reduce both manipulative conduct and the use of trading strategies that incidentally produced distortive trends. In other words, in keeping with the work of Arthur Pigou, the tax would be aimed at order cancellations producing a negative externality rather than order cancellations generally.
Market makers and other traders with legitimate reasons for reducing orders would not be significantly burdened by a tax taking this structure. That is because traders could continue to enter the same levels of demand and supply into the order book, but do so via what are popularly referred to as "iceberg" orders. Iceberg orders are limit orders that are reflected only in (small) part in the order book; when that small part is executed against, another small part of the order is revealed in the order book, and so on, until the full order is filled. 97 For example, an iceberg order to buy 100,000 shares of IBM may appear as a bid for 1,000 shares of IBM in the order book, with a new 1,000 share bid generated once the first 1,000 shares are purchased and so on 98 more times until the full order is filled. Like icebergs, which float with only a small 97 portion showing above water, the magnitude of an iceberg order is largely invisible. This order type was originally created for institutional investors and other traders placing large bids or offers so they could execute without moving prices against them. 98 However, the iceberg order also allows market makers to place a large block of liquidity into the order book without distorting prices on its cancellation. Because the tax would be levied only on the visible part of a cancelled order (because the invisible part has no capacity to misrepresent supply and demand), the total tax burden could remain minimal.
Revenues from order cancellations can be redistributed to market participants contributing to liquidity and the accuracy of the order book. This can be done through transferring proceeds to those that execute orders, with proportionately greater amounts being transferred to those executing orders when order book volumes are low. This targeted subsidy can offset the deterrent effect the tax may have on order entry. 99 Furthermore, by allocating more of the subsidy to traders maintaining liquidity in conditions of scarcity (e.g., traders entering bids when demand has withdrawn and prices are declining), the tax can counteract market dynamics that lead to artificial under-statement of supply and demand in the order book.
Through thoughtful design of the tax and adjustment on the part of market participants, the burden of the tax could be focused on those that pollute markets with misinformation. The pollution analogy is apt on two dimensions. First, like pollution, fictive orders interfere with use of a shared resource, namely price information. Second, fictive orders, like pollution, may be a byproduct of valuable commercial activity. To arguments that in some cases order cancellation enables liquidity provision, it may be observed that notwithstanding the benefits of economic activity it may accompany, we fine pollution to reduce its incidence and encourage adaptations of cleaner technologies.
Notably, cleaner technology may involve a new market structure without a prominent role for market makers. Market makers are not a predicate for effective market function. Although described as providing "liquidity," they in effect provide a form of financing and are substitute for other forms of financing. This becomes evident when the operations of an archetypal market maker are considered. Market makers traditionally end each day "flat," meaning that a market maker executes as many bids as offers. 100 In other words, market makers act as 2017]
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intermediaries between market participants that desire to change their net positions, but market makers do not themselves enter into net nonzero positions for appreciable periods of time. A market maker allows a seller to dispose of a position notwithstanding that there is no buyer in the market at the time (and reciprocally, through carrying short inventories, a market maker can enable a buyer to obtain a position notwithstanding that there is no seller). As an equivalent to selling a position to a market maker, the seller could accept a non-recourse loan 101 collateralized by the position from a third party and when a buyer arrives, repay that loan, reclaim the position, and sell it to the buyer. The two transactional structures are equivalent from the perspective of the seller and the buyer. Arbitrage analysis implies that the interest received on the loan would be equivalent to the aggregate discount the seller provides to the market maker and the premium the market maker charges to the buyer. Thus market making only has a useful function (and merits preservation) to the extent that non-recourse financing of the asset is inefficient. 102 To the extent that introduction of pollution taxes on fictive orders inhibits market making, the inhibition will have no social costs to the extent that alternative financing exists for the asset.
The trade-off between liquidity and price integrity explains why simply banning exchanges from supporting order cancellations would not be as productive as a Pigovian tax. Some liquidity provision strategies rely on order cancellations. These could not be executed if orders could no longer be cancelled, with accompanying losses in liquidity. In other words, the net social impact of some strategies involving order cancellations is likely to be positive and banning these strategies outright, rather than forcing traders to internalize the harms, will forego potentially productive activity. That said, because shortterm financing is a substitute for liquidity provision, the social costs may be limited through development of short term financing markets for financial products.
'flat' position in a security at the end of each day-offsetting short sales of a security with purchases of that security. . . .").
101. If it was desirable to reduce risk of market intermediaries, the loan could be made with recourse to the borrower (presumably reducing the interest rate payable but diversifying the lender as between the risk of loss on the collateral's and the borrower's unsecured credit).
102. An objection may be that exit of liquidity providers would reduce the number of executed transactions and thus reduce the public good benefits of the ticker tape. This assumes, however, that intra-day repo markets were non-transparent. Transparency could be imposed through, among other means, regulation.
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B. Fictive Order Taxes Survive Critiques of Financial Transaction Taxes
This article's proposal to tax order cancellations is new to the academic literature in law, however, there have been prior proposals to tax financial activities. In particular, scholars have proposed and jurisdictions have implemented taxes on executed financial transactions. These taxes have been subject to a variety of criticisms. As discussed below, these criticisms are largely inapplicable to a tax on fictive transactions.
Financial Transaction Taxes Discourage Transfers
Taxing the transfer of a financial asset but not its retention biases financial decision-making away from accumulating and rebalancing financial portfolios through secondary markets.
103
As a result, the private benefits realized from capital contribution, investment, and risk transfer may be foregone. On first pass, the taxation of cancelled orders should not affect the rate of transactions. By definition, executed transactions are outside of the scope of a tax on fictive orders. More realistically, however, a trader placing an order will expect with some likelihood that conditions evolve prior to the order's execution in a manner that justifies its cancellation. 104 As a result, a tax on fictive transactions may, at the margin, decrease transactional volumes. This reduction may be counteracted, as already suggested, through using proceeds from the tax to subsidize executed transactions.
105
Even without the cross-subsidy, the impact on transactional volumes is likely to be significantly lower since it is cancelled rather than executed orders that are taxed. A tax on consummated transactions fully falls on those that actually engage in transfers of financial assets. In contrast, a tax on order cancellations designed to deter exaggeration of supply or demand disproportionately affects traders following fickle, high-volume trading strategies. Trading designed to take advantage of small pricing discrepancies, where the desirability of entering into a transaction at a given price is sensitive to market movements observable over short periods, is likely to absorb the brunt of the tax. Arbitrage trading based on divergences between similar assets traded in different 103 Rather, at best, it accelerates price discovery through improving the accuracy of prices reflected in the record of executed transactions. Deterrence of such trading shows a tension between the public good provided by the order book and the public good provided by the ticker tape. 106 A more accurate reflection of current supply and demand can come at the expense of loss of granularity in the price data from executed transactions.
Financial Transaction Taxes Impede Commercial Coordination
Financial transaction taxes, like other taxes on commercial inputs, have been criticized for impeding business coordination.107 The more transfers of inputs are taxed, the more expensive it is for businesses to coordinate production through vertical supply contracts.108 This general observation has limited applicability in the financial product context. Financial products are generally not generated through a staged process in which successive market participants refine and combine inputs.109 A security is produced by an issuer and, once produced, is not altered by subsequent transferees. Similarly, derivatives contracts are produced exclusively through the interaction of the counterparties. The concern that financial transaction taxes will impede financial engineering is misplaced. If anything, a successful tool for reducing price manipulation can encourage the creation of new financial products. It is young financial products that are most susceptible to manipulation as they tend to trade in thin markets where relatively low levels of abuse can have appreciable price impact.
106. As shown in supra, note 94, the imposition of a tax on order cancellations increases the expected profit that would have to be realized from a transaction for a non-zero probability of cancellation. As a result, the tax will deter informed trading based on less significant insights regarding the direction of prices while informed trading based on more substantial realizations will continue. Thus information will accumulate with informed traders before being released into the market through trading. This will result in increasing the increment from market price at which new informed transactions are entered into. This increase, however, is likely to be small. Unlike liquidity providers that may enter in limit orders and then cancel them as market conditions change, informed traders are likely to enter marketable orders that are immediately executed, locking in expected gains from price movement. As a result, informed traders are unlikely to be significantly deterred by the tax. Financial transaction taxes may be ineffectual and counter-productive if they can be avoided through shifting transactions to another jurisdiction or another instrument.110 Sweden's experience in the late 1980s stands as a stark reminder of the dangers of a poorly designed transaction tax: within four years of the introduction of a tax linked to receipt of Swedish brokerage services, more than half of Sweden's domestic securities trading moved to London.111 As a result, crossjurisdictional harmonization and administrative complexities in imposing equivalent treatment on transactions in different places or different instruments pose substantial challenges to the implementation of financial transaction taxes.112 In contrast to wholesale migration of trading activity, strategic responses to a tax on fictive transactions may lead to sorting that improves market quality.
Self-selective departure of traders prone to high levels of distortive order cancellations would contribute to specialization of markets. Traders pursuing strategies involving little order cancellation would continue to participate in the markets where the tax was imposed. In fact, certain traders may find these markets more attractive following the decline of volatility in order book volumes. On the other hand, traders relying on strategies that generate frequent and imbalanced order cancellation would migrate to other markets where the tax was lower or absent.
C. Alternatives and Precedents to Fictive Order Taxes
Some financial exchanges have voluntarily imposed fees on distortive activity such as order modifications and cancellations. As one example, on a product-by-product basis, the CME imposes fees on traders that depart from benchmark ratios of order cancellations and modifications to order executions. 113 Known as the "Messaging Efficiency Program,"
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this voluntarily adopted policy tracks cancellations, modifications, and orders with certain "fill or kill" or "fill and kill" conditions.
114
Cancellations and modifications have similar effects in that they alter the supply or demand levels reflected in an order book. The CME also targets "fill or kill" [FOK] orders (i.e., orders that must be filled in full or are cancelled), as well as "fill and kill" [FAK] orders with minimum quantities attached (i.e., orders that must be filled to a specified extent to avoid being cancelled). The Messaging Efficiency Program applies relatively crude scoring. Five forms of trading activity are assigned a score: modifications assigned 1; cancellations, FAK orders (with qualifying minima), and FOK orders assigned 3; and new orders assigned 0. 115 The sum of these message types issued to the platform defines the numerator, and the total number of executed orders defines the denominator. In this manner, a higher score is given where more distortive orders are generated relative to the liquidity provided. Even though the ratios are generally calculated at the executing firm level, the CME retains discretion to apply the ratio on more granular levels to target distortive desks or traders.
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The Messaging Efficiency Program can support order book integrity, but is a blunter tool than the suggested tax on fictive orders. Unlike the proposed fictive trade tax, the Message Efficiency Program does not distinguish between offsetting cancellations of bids and offers and asymmetric cancellations that lead to exaggerated supply or demand. As a result, the fees imposed on those that exceed benchmark ratios fail to narrowly target distortive trading behavior. Instead, the Message Efficiency Program targets use of platform resources that does not result in trade execution.
The Messaging Efficiency Program is susceptible to additional criticisms. The equivalent treatment of FAK orders (with qualifying minima) and FOK orders, on the one hand, with cancelled orders, on the other hand, fails to recognize that FAKs and FOKs can and do result in executed transactions. Moreover, FAKs and FOKs are placed with no potential for deception as the conditions for their cancellation are declared expressly when the order is being placed. Although to a platform user, an unexecuted FAK or FOK may appear identical to an order that is placed and then cancelled, that similarity is due to failure to Program."). As background, the CME is a storied financial institution (previously known as the Chicago Mercantile Exchange) that provides exchange and clearing services for a number of financial contracts.
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Italian example illustrates the importance of applying the tax on market distortive activity rather than on cancellations generally, and that the timing of order cancellation relative to order entry matters. Balanced order cancellation or cancellation that occurs over a longer time horizon is less likely to impact prices and should be taxed at lower levels (if at all). Like the prohibition on spoofing, the Italian tax is over-inclusive in failing to distinguish benign from pernicious order cancellations. Similarly, a Canadian exchange fee on both order and transaction activity has been seen as unsuccessful. 121 Because the Canadian fee falls on both cancelled and executed orders (as well as transactions), it is expected to reduce liquidity as well as returns from informed trading. Scholarship supports these predictions, finding that the Canadian fee reduced market liquidity and the returns realized by retail investors.
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The appropriate structure of taxes on fictive orders is likely to vary with product type (as different products trade in differing quantities, frequencies, and price increments) as well as market characteristics. 123 Exchange experience shows that the design of the fee on order cancellations is fundamental to a successful balancing of the interests served by electronic markets. Design flaws can increase costs for all market participants, impede liquidity, reduce ticker tape price discovery, and otherwise undermine market function. The devil is in the detail, and further experimentation with tax structures by exchanges is desirable before a regulatory prescription is imposed. To that end, exchanges should be delegated ample authority to develop taxes on order cancellations and the implementation of such taxes may be given credit against other market integrity oriented obligations imposed on exchanges. For instance, an exchange that has demonstrated through event studies that it has implemented a tax that improves reliability of order book information without sacrificing liquidity may be allowed to devote fewer resources to investigation of market manipulation activity. Because exchanges are frequently in dependent relationships with their liquidity providers, claims that taxes benefit order book quality should be reviewed skeptically.
V. CONCLUSION
Current anti-manipulation and anti-spoofing prohibitions are inadequate to protect markets in an era of algorithmic, high-speed 
